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Fifty More Places to Play Golf Before You Die is the sixth of Chris Santella's popular Fifty Places
books (more than 250,000 copies in print), and the first to return to golf--the series' most popular
subject. In this new book Santella interviews 50 luminaries in the golf world about their favorite
courses and experiences. Experts range from seasoned touring professionals (Amy Alcott, Fred
Funk) to journalists and photographers (James Dodson, Brian Morgan) to golf course architects
(Robert von Hagge, Bob Harrison) to travel specialists (Gordon Dalgleish, Mike Lardner).Old
Country favorites like Royal Dornoch and Machrihanish in Scotland are featured, but so are
venues far off the linksters' beaten path, like Nirwana, Bali, where the course runs beside rice
paddies in the shadow of ancient temples, and China's Jade Dragon Snow Mountain, where
players tee off at 10,000 feet, at the base of the Himalayas. More than 40 spectacular photos
capture the allure of these unforgettable golf destinations.

About the AuthorChris Santella is a freelance writer and marketing consultant based in Portland,
Oregon. A regular contributor to the New York Times and Forbes.com, he has also contributed to
the New Yorker, Travel & Leisure, Golf, and Delta Sky. Santella is the author of five other titles in
the “Fifty Places” series, as well as Fifty Favorite Fly-Fishing Tales . --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This little book is for Deidre, Cassidy Rose, and Annabel Blossom, and for everyone who
enjoysthe thrill of stepping onto the first tee of a course they’ve never played.
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FOREWORDI can tell you from personal experience that Chris Santella hits it long off the tee—
and, okay, sometimes equally as wide. But you didn’t buy this book because of Chris’s “unique”
swing; you bought it (or should buy it, if you’re still browsing) because the guy can flat out write.



He’s basically a plus two handicap at writing. And researching.Also, Chris knows the golf world,
its dignitaries and debutantes. Here he’s collected a group of experts in playing, managing,
designing, and writing about golf courses who all admire Chris enough to have given up to him
some of their favorite golf venues—many of which you won’t be reading about on magazine
“best course” lists. The names of some of these places are only whispered over drams of one-
hundred-year-old malt whisky. Secret handshakes may well be involved. And albino priests.As
with all lists of both the golf and bucket variety, it’s fun to stand in the bookstore (or better yet, to
recline in your favorite leather club chair at home, after you’ve purchased the book) and flip
through to see how many of these adventures you’ve checked off—or even heard of. The beauty
of the volume you’re now cradling is that the choices are quirky, highly personal, sometimes
downright strange, and based as much on pure, unadulterated, unquantifiable experience as on
golf politics, etiquette, or the accepted canon of so-called great courses. If you gathered the
folks who consulted on this book and put them in a room together, hay would fly. Voices would
most certainly be raised. Possibly, dancing would occur. What an utter pleasure it is to hear
experts as diverse as Fred Funk and Gordon Dalgleish recommend courses as diverse and
unexpected as El Cameleon (Mexico) and Spring City (China) for these pages. This, my friends,
is a hardcover party!I know from my own adventures as a golf and travel journalist for nearly
twenty years that many of the courses you should play before you die (or before you simply get
too tired and cranky) are in out-of-the-way locations. (I can recommend one in Nepal, for
example, that doubles as a safari park.) Some are achingly gorgeous in design and/or setting
(China’s Jade Mountain Snow Dragon comes to mind). Others may boast some funky golf
history (such as a rare layout designed by Alister Mackenzie’s brother). All of the venues
collected in these pages are here because one of our outspoken colleagues with insider
knowledge took on the challenge and reached deep to offer up the truly rare and unusual. These
might not be the familiar “classics” or (forgive me for even uttering the phrase) “hidden
gems” (which are usually neither). You’re unlikely to see the pros playing many of them on TV.
But you might just enjoy some of the most memorable rounds of your life on these courses—
chased by monkeys, or serenaded by a muezzin’s call to prayer, or left speechless by the utter
grace of your native caddie or distant mountains or the nearby sparkling sea splashing between
you and the pin.The thing that’s so interesting about golf is not the par you nearly made on the
14th hole—and if you disagree, you can probably clear a barroom faster than a flaming whoop-
ee cushion. What’s interesting about golf is context, storytelling, the overall experience of
traveling to and around a gorgeous piece of architected greenery. It’s the miraculously absurd
thing your best friend did on the practice tee, the shot hit from the second floor of the clubhouse.
The view of rolling, rumpled topography beneath gathering stormclouds that leaves your heart
pounding. It’s life, is what I mean to say, and Chris Santella and his group of experts have
described it in all its colors—not just green. Happy reading, and pass that bottle over here!—
JEFF WALLACH



INTRODUCTIONI was a passionate (if terrible) golfer when I wrote Fifty Places to Play Golf
Before You Die. In the four years since that book was published, my love for the game has only
increased. I’m still terrible on the course (though not quite as terrible), but I believe that the
increased understanding of the nuances of golf course design—and golf travel—that I’ve
accumulated since working on that book have enabled me to better appreciate all the things that
combine to make a memorable golf experience.Thus it was with great enthusiasm that I
embraced the chance to write another golf book—Fifty More Places to Play Golf Before You
Die.When I speak at clubs or do signings in bookstores, one of the first questions people ask is:
“Did you get to visit all fifty places?” Sadly, I must answer “No.” But the way I arrive at my list is
perhaps the next best thing to visiting: I interview fifty people closely connected with the golf
world about some of their favorite courses and experiences. These experts range from
seasoned touring professionals (like Amy Alcott, Ian Baker-Finch, and Fred Funk) to golf
journalists and photographers (like James Dodson, Jeff Wallach, and Brian Morgan) to golf
course architects (like Robert von Hagge and Bob Harrison) to travel experts (like Gordon
Dalgleish, Mike Lardner, and Joe Passov). I don’t ask my interviewees to talk about “the best”
course they’ve ever played; instead, I encourage people to talk about a course or experience
that made a lasting impression on them or that’s near and dear to their heart. It’s my hope that in
exploring how different golfers relate to different places and experiences, I’ll be able to shed a
tiny bit of light on the many diverse ways we come to appreciate the game. (To give a sense of
the breadth of their golfing background, a bio of each individual is included after each
essay.)While this book collects fifty great golfing experiences, it by no means attempts to rank
the courses discussed or the quality of the experiences each course affords. Such ranking is
largely subjective, as the course that might be appealing to a golf course architecture critic might
be unfathomable to an every-other-weekend player. In this spirit, courses are listed
alphabetically by state or country.In the hope that a few readers might embark on adventures of
their own, I have provided some “If You Go” information at the end of each chapter. Though not
exhaustive, it will give would-be travelers a starting point for planning their trip. I have also
offered some basic course information, including distances (from the championship tees, in
each case), slope rating (if available), green fees, and contact information. Please do not
interpret the listing of championship tee yardage as a recommendation that you play from those
tees; an individual player will get the best sense of the experience a pro has on a course—and
the idea that the architect had—by playing from the tee appropriate for his or her skills. I’ve also
included some basic lodging options. Generally I’ve highlighted a chamber of commerce or
tourism clearinghouse that lists a broad range of options suitable to a number of budgets and
preferences. If my interviewees recommended a specific property, or if there’s only one option in
town, I’ve provided more specific information.Like my first golf book, Fifty More Places to Play
Golf Before You Die includes a handful of private courses. Some of my readers have protested
their inclusion: Why do they want to read about Cypress Point if they can’t ever play it? While I
empathize with this sentiment, I felt that to be true to the book’s premise—to let golf experts talk



about their most memorable experiences—I would need to include a few of those private venues
if they were special to the interviewee. And while it’s not likely that you’ll get an unsolicited invite
to play Congressional, you never know who you might happen to sit next to on an airplane or in
an Irish pub, or where a friendship struck up in conversation might lead. (On page 41, Joe
Passov tells the tale of how he was invited to play Cypress Point—it can happen!)While any
round of golf is a good round in my estimation, a trip to a dream venue can create memories for
a lifetime. I hope that this little book helps you tee off on a few adventures of your own.
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Anita, “Five Stars. Beautiful pictures”

dave.w, “Great Book. Great Book”

Danny K. Bafford, “Fifty More Ways. "Very good response time. The condition of the books were
better than described. The books were very good. Great pictures! Great experience!"”

k.8, “This is a gift. Glanced at a few pages .... This is a gift. Glanced at a few pages. looks a
pleasant read of golf courses to dream about and put on a bucket list.”

Peter Chloupek, “A must have. Viele dieser Plätze werde ich wahrscheinlich nie spielen, einige
habe ich schon und alle will ich.Ein traumhafter Golf Reiseführer, der einen träumen lässt und
auf ein paar der schönsten Plätze dieser Erde entführen will.”

The book by Chris Santella has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 26 people have provided feedback.
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